
The literature about the phonology of Faroese (Anderson 1969, Thráinsson et al. 2012, Adams 
& Petersen 2014) mentions a hiatus-breaking rule that inserts glides between adjacent vowels. 
Although no explicit principle forbidding successive vowels has been formulated, those are 
given as the "source of phonological 'concern'" (Árnason, 2011:81). The epenthetic consonant 
has a different quality according to the environment it's inserted in: we find [j, w] or [v]. In 
the same literature where the hiatus-breaking rule is presented, one can notice a fair amount of 
data containing successive vowels and no explicit mention is made about this paradox. 
In this presentation I investigate the hiatus situation in Faroese: is it really prohibited ? Is 
hiatus breaking the only reason of being of intervocalic glides or can we explain their 
presence by other means? I aim to show that what looks like epenthetic consonants at first 
sight is not "falling from heaven" and that their presence is lexically determined. In other 
words: there already are consonantal structures intervocalically in the phonological 
representations – however, these structures being devoid of any melodic content, they do not 
receive a proper realization. These segments can be analyzed as remnants of diachronically 
present consonants that underwent lenition and lost their content. The empty structures can 
interpret the melody of the neighboring vowels – hence the context-driven distribution. In 
other words, I claim that there is no "insertion" strictly speaking: adjacent vowels do not 
trigger a hiatus-repairing strategy and everything is lexically present. The only mechanism 
that applies here is a modification in the melodic interpretation command within the chain 
(Pöchtrager 2006, Pöchtrager & Živanović 2010). Consequently, I take a closer look at the 
vocalic inventory, namely to explain the distribution of the surfacing consonants but also to 
account for the cases where no consonant in expressed intervocalically. 


